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Several three-terminal organic bioelectronic structures have been proposed so far to address the needs
for a variety of biosensing applications. The most popular ones utilized organic field-eﬀect transistors
operated in an electrolyte, to detect both proteins and genomic analytes. They are endowed with
selectivity by immobilizing a layer of bio-recognition elements. These features along with the foreseen
low-cost for their production, make them very appealing for point-of-care biomedical applications.
However, organic bioelectronic transistors do not always exhibit a performance level beyond state-ofthe-art electrochemical sensors, which have been dominating the field for decades. This review oﬀers a
perspective view based on a systematic comparison between the potentiometric and amperometric
electrochemical sensors and their organic bioelectronic transistor counterparts. The key-relevant
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aspects of the sensing mechanisms are reviewed for both, and when the mathematical analytical
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of a rationally designed transistor (or amplifying circuit) and that of a homologous electrochemical

expression is actually available, the amplification factors are reported as the ratio between the response
sensor. The functional dependence of the bioelectronic sensor responses on the concentration of the
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species to be detected enabling their correct analytical quantification, is also addressed.
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The electronic transduction of biochemical events can be a very
sensitive, selective and fast approach to biosensing; the devices
can also be potentially produced as arrays using low-cost largearea fabrication technologies.1–7 Electronic biosensors can be
ideal to serve as core elements in miniaturized, integrated array
systems that combine detection at high performance with the
delivery of an already digitally processed response. For instance,
an output signal that is self-calibrated or self-compensated for
spurious signals can be conceived. Such sensors do not need a
labelling step to detect the analyte species so the sensing process
is also faster and simpler. Taken together these characteristics
make bioelectronic sensors extremely appealing for biomedical
assays, particularly for point-of-care clinical tests to be performed

directly where most needed, for instance at the site of patient
care.4,8–12 It is therefore not at all surprising that the field of largearea and printable organic bioelectronic sensors has become very
active and many different materials, device structures and systems
have been proposed.
Yet, not all the organic bioelectronic sensing structures
appear to utilize a rational design involving a clearly identified
amplification factor that enhances the electronic biosensor
performance level compared to the state-of-the-art. Indeed,
numerous scientific advances are dwarfs standing on the
shoulders of giants and for bioelectronics the giants are the
analytical electrochemical sensors whose history, encompassing
decades of very successful fundamental science and technological
developments up to commercialization, can be traced back
to 1962.13
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The aim of this review is to provide a perspective view on the
rationale that should be used to design a transistor-based
organic bioelectronic sensor whose response is amplified
compared to that of a homologous electrochemical one detecting the same species with the same recognition element and
characterized by the same geometrical factors. The discussion
involves two of the most widely studied organic bioelectronic
structures, namely the Electrolyte-Gated Organic Field-Eﬀect
Transistor (EGOFET)5,11,14–16 and Organic Electrochemical
Transistor (OECT).17–21 Their output responses are systematically
compared to those of homologous potentiometric and amperometric electrochemical biosensors, detailing not only the correct
quantitative correlations with the concentration of analyte, but
also elucidating the amplification factors when their mathematical expression is known. The amplification factor for a transistor
(or for an amplifying circuit) is the ratio between the output and
the input signal that can be a potential or a current. In line with
this general definition, we are here defining the amplification as
the ratio between the shift of the output signal upon sensing and
the shift of the input signal. The latter being the shift that would
have been measured with a homologous electrochemical biosensor. To this end, after a general introduction to biosensors,
each of the four biosensing structures are reviewed in separate
paragraphs and their sensing mechanisms and output
response equations are detailed and compared. Specifically,
the output of a potentiometric electrochemical sensor detecting
a non redox-active analyte is compared to that of a homologous
EGOFET while the electrochemical sensor detecting a redoxactive species is compared to that of a homologous OECT. In
this case both an amperometric and potentiometric detection is
possible.

The essential toolbox for
electrochemical biosensors
A biosensor is a device that transforms the information associated
with a biochemical mechanism into a processable signal quantitatively correlated with the concentration of a target analyte.

Fig. 1

Review
To endow the device with selectivity, a biological recognition
element is integrated into the device structure to benefit from
its specific interaction with the target analyte. The information
coming from the biochemical domain is converted, afterwards
into a chemical or physical output signal that is characterized by a
given sensitivity.22–24
The analytical validation of a biosensing technology is
essential to gather reliable qualitative or quantitative data, on
the analyte. To this end, analytical figures of merit such as
selectivity, sensitivity, precision, accuracy, and limits of detection
need to be assessed. These have been already operatively defined
in a number of reviews on organic bioelectronic sensors;24 hence,
they will not be addressed here.
A schematic of a biosensor structure is given in Fig. 1. It
comprises a detecting interface to which a layer of recognition
elements (e.g. antibodies, single DNA strands or enzymes)
is immobilized. These recognition elements form stable
compounds or selectively interact with diﬀerent classes of analytes
such as antigens, complementary DNA strands or the enzymes’
substrates, respectively. Hence, they endow the biosensor with
selectivity.
An electrochemical biosensor25,26 transduces into a current
or a potential, the output of a biochemical reaction. According
to IUPAC an electrochemical biosensor is a self-contained
integrated device, which is capable of providing specific
quantitative or semi-quantitative analytical information,27 even
when a real biofluid containing interfering species, is assayed.
The field started with the introduction of the glucose
sensor13 whose selectivity relies on the action of the glucose
oxidase enzyme immobilized at the electrode surface. The
enzyme exclusively interacts via a redox process (exchange of
an electron) with its substrate molecule (glucose), generating a
faradaic electronic current that, via the catalysing activity of
peroxide, flows into the electrode.28–30 The exchanged electrons
are stoichiometrically correlated with the glucose concentration
in a blood sample, making this a prototypical example of an
amperometric electrochemical biosensor.31
In addition to enzymes, biological recognition elements
such as antibodies or DNA strands that have a specific binding

A schematic of the elements and the single components that are comprised in a typical biosensor.
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aﬃnity to their antigen or complementary DNA strand analyte,
can also be immobilized at the electrode. The membrane
formed selectively retains the analyte when the biochemical
reaction reaches equilibrium, as stable complexes are formed
between the biological recognition elements and the analytes.
The biosensors transducing such biochemical interactions that
are not redox in nature, are generally the electrochemical
potentiometric sensors,32 as the shift in the electrode/
membrane electrochemical potential eventually occurring upon
binding, is detected.
A general treatment on electrochemical biosensors is
beyond the scope of this paper as excellent dedicated reviews
can be found in the recent literature.22,32–34 Here, only the most
salient details that are relevant to the discussion of the amplification factors in electronic biosensors, will be highlighted.
In particular, all the discussion of the biocatalytic reactions in
enzyme based amperometric biosensors35 will be omitted as we
will focus only on a generic faradaic current generated by a
redox active couple such as ferrocyanide. An electrochemical
sensor in its simplest configuration comprises two electrodes,
the working and the reference, immersed in an ionically
conductive solution, the electrolyte. The electrodes can
be electronic or ionic conductors, depending on whether a transfer
of electrons or ions can be sustained. A further differentiation sorts
the electrodes into non-polarizable (e.g. Ag/AgCl electrode) and
polarizable (e.g. Au-electrode). At the interface of an ideally nonpolarizable electrode a transfer of charges (electrons or ions)
occurs freely as no polarization or charge-double-layer (CDL) is
in place. This electrode acts as a zero-resistance system no matter
how large the current flowing through it, is. This condition is
achieved by means of the redox reaction of a reference species
R continuously running thanks to a virtually unlimited supply of
reagents. The reference electrode electrochemical potential FR is
therefore constant, coinciding with that of the redox couple
engaged.26 At variance, an ideally polarizable electrode enables
no transfer of electrons or ions across the electrode interface. So,
ideally no DC current flows between the electrode and the
surrounding electrolyte and the electrode/electrolyte interface
electrical behaviour is dominated by the capacitor generated by the
CDL.26 The CDL is built when a potential difference at an
electrode/electrolyte interface results in an excess of electrons at
the electrode surface that is counterbalanced by a layer of counter
ionic charges from the solution. The complete charge distribution
at this interface is a 5–20 nm thick CDL comprising three different
layers:26 the diffuse or space-charge layer of excess electrons or
holes in the solid phase (electrode), the inner or Helmholtz–Stern
layer consisting of adsorbed water molecules at the electrode
surface, the diffuse or Gouy–Chapman layer of excess hydrated
ions at the interface with the electrolyte. The space-charge layer is
generally considered only when dealing with low-free charge
semiconducting electrodes. Both the space-charge and the Gouy–
Chapman layers hold a thickness (Debye length) that decreases
with the increase of the square root of the charges (electrons and
ions respectively) density.
The current which is required to establish a charge transfer
equilibrium at the electrode/electrolyte interface is called
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faradaic current. The current which is necessary to establish
an electrostatic equilibrium is called non-faradaic current or
transient current.

The electrochemical potentiometric
sensors
Potentiometry involves measuring the potential between the
working and the reference electrodes when no current is
flowing. Ion selective sensors is a broad subcategory of potentiometry that includes pH electrodes. A generic electrochemical
potentiometric sensor36 is featured in Fig. 2a. The electrolyte
comprises the analyte ionic species A+ at a given bulk concentration [A+]. The working electrode, also addressed as an ionselective-electrode, encompasses a membrane that can selectively
uptake the targeted ion A+. The membrane (a thin-film of glass, a
solid pellet of insoluble salt, a liquid-filled porous layer, or a
polymer film) is endowed with selectivity by embedded ionophores that can bind/complex a given ion. Indeed, when the
uptake of A+ takes place the electrochemical potential (or Femi
level) of the membrane changes inducing, in turn, a change in the
CDL at the membrane/electrolyte interface. Hence, it is the
membrane that, upon interaction with the analyte, generates
the chemical signal that is converted into a shift F of the potential
V measured at the equilibrium (zero-current potential). Relevantly,
accurate potentiometric electrochemical measurements require
the use of a system with a very high input impedance.37
The potential measured at the working electrode under the
ideal conditions of the Total-Equilibrium Models and the
assumption that the phase-boundary electrochemical potential
(or Fermi level) at the electrode–membrane/electrolyte governs
 
kB T
aA
32
0
the response is: FA ¼ FA þ
ln
with kB being the
ze
aA
Boltzmann constant, T the temperature, e the elementary
charge, z = +1 the charge of the ion A+ and aA and āA the A
ion activities in solution and in the membrane, respectively. F0A
is a constant that accounts for the contribution of the standard
chemical potentials of A+ in the two phases. Under the assumption
of working with a sufficiently diluted solution, the activities
coincide with the molar concentration [A+] and [Ā+] so that
!
kB T
½Aþ 
ln   þ  . If a reference species B+, of known
FA ¼ F0A þ
e
A
concentration [B+], that does not selectively interact with the
membrane, serves in a negative control experiment, the measured
 þ
kB T
½B 
potential shift is: FB ¼ F0B þ
ln  þ . This is the measured
e
½B 
zero potential shift and enables the quantification of the average
and the standard deviation of the noise of the sensor response.
The analytical signal for the overall electrochemical potential shift
DF = FA  FB is, hence, quantitatively related to the analyte
concentration [A+] by the Nernstian-like equation:

DF ¼ ðFA  FB Þ ¼

kB T
ln½Aþ  þ K
e

(1)
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Fig. 2 (a) A schematic of an electrochemical potentiometric sensor comprising the working and the reference electrodes. The working electrode is covered by
an ion-selective membrane that can selectively up-take the analyte A+ whose concentration in the electrolyte is [A+]. A species B+, that is not up-taken by the
membrane, serves in a negative control experiment. At the equilibrium a partitioning of the species between the electrolyte and the membrane occurs, leading to
[Ā+] and [B% +] retained concentrations, respectively. (b) The typical structure of an electrolyte-gated field-eﬀect transistor sensor comprising a selective membrane
attached to the gate that is capacitively-coupled via an electrolyte to an organic p-type semiconductor connected via a source (S) and a drain (D) electrode. (c) A
simple p-type EGOFET based voltage-amplifying circuit comprising the FET and a loading resistance R. (d) EGOFET transfer-characteristics encompassing both ID
and IG absolute values current vs. VG at VD = 0.4 V, measured in the forward and reverse mode. Poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) serves as the organic
semiconductor while all the electrodes are made out of gold. The analyte A is the immunoglobulin-M while the gate is biofunctionalized with 1012 cm2 antiimmunoglobulin-M antibodies that are specific for the analyte. The base-line (black dashed-line) is measured on the bio-functionalized gate incubated in a
phosphate-buﬀer–saline solution. Afterwards, the same gate is exposed, in sequence, to the following standard-solutions of Immunoglobulin-M at concentrations of: 60 zM (blue-curve), 600 zM (red-curve) and 6  106 zM (black). (e) The same data of panel (d) are plotted as the relative changes of the ID and IG currents
measured in the presence of the analyte (I) with respect to the baseline (I0). The plotted response is DI/I0 = (|I  I0|/I0). More details can be found in ref. 51.

  þ  þ 
A ½B 
kB T
ln
. Importantly, the
 þ
e
½B
Nernstian quantitative correlation between DF and [A+] only holds
under the stringent conditions that no ionic or electronic current
flows in the cell when DF is measured. For such an electrochemical
potentiometric sensor, the analytical sensitivity, taken as the slope
of the calibration curve,24 DF = FA  FB vs. [A+] with FA measured
against standard concentration solutions of A+, is given by:
with

K ¼ F0A  F0B 

dDF
kB T 1
¼
þ
d½A 
e ½Aþ 
that is inversely correlated with the analyte concentration.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

(2)

A potentiometric sensor is generally used to detect charged
analytes. However, just as an example, potentiometric sensors
based on Molecularly Imprinted Polymer membranes have
been successfully developed to sense organic compounds in
their ionic and neutral forms.33,38 Indeed, these membranes,
have gained wide acceptance as new artificial recognition
elements exhibiting aﬃnity and selectivity comparable to
those of natural recognition elements such as antibodies and
enzymes.39–41 These evidences show that a membrane of a
potentiometric sensor can be designed to selectively detect
not only an ionic species but also analytes such as antigens
or DNA strands, that can or cannot bear a net charge. To this
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end, antibodies or complementary DNA strands can be stably
embedded or even covalently attached to a substrate forming
the membrane of recognition elements. At the equilibrium,
governed by the Donnan equations,42 the selective biochemical
reactions leading to the formation of complexes between the
biological recognition elements and the analytes, can lead to a
net charge displacement or rearrangement of charges (dipoles)
within the membrane, eventually shifting its electrochemical
potential by DF. This shift can be measured, with higher
sensitivity (vide infra) also with FET-based potentiometric detection.
Indeed, EGOFETs have been proven capable of detecting neutral
species such as odorant molecules in a capacity coupled
configuration.15 For this reason, in the following we will consider
a generic analyte A without explicitly referring to its charge.

The electrolyte-gated field-eﬀect
transistors
The origin of the electrolyte-gated field-eﬀect transistors can be
traced back to the early days of the transistor43 when Brattain
and Garrett reported on a study of the properties of the interface formed by a semiconductor (germanium) and an electrolyte. Important seminal work on this topic was carried out
afterwards by Gerischer and co-workers.44 These works generated
key knowledge bridging the worlds of device physics and electrochemistry, which is essential to the understanding of FET-based
electrochemical sensors.
In Fig. 2b a typical EGOFET comprising a membrane of
recognition elements attached to the gate electrode (G), is
shown. As customary for an FET, the source (S) and drain (D)
electrodes are put in contact via a semiconducting layer forming,
all together, the transistor channel. The distance between the
source and drain electrodes is the channel length L, while the
width of the contacts defines the channel width W. Here, we
mostly refer to organic semiconductors as channel materials but
the conclusions are general and can be applied to any electronic
material that is stable under a bias in an electrolyte. The main
peculiarity of an EGOFET consists in engaging an electronic
insulating and ionic conducting electrolyte acting as the dielectric
that couples the gate electrode G with the channel. In the featured
case, the latter is covered by the membrane but an equivalent
behaviour can be seen if the membrane is attached to the
semiconductor surface.4
Before entering into the sensing mechanisms, the EGOFET
operation in the electrolyte is described. Upon application of a
VG bias (with the respect to the grounded source) the gate
modulates, according to its electrochemical potential, the
conduction in the EGOFET semiconductor. This occurs by
means of the CDL, which has a large capacitance CCDL of about
1–10 mF cm2, forming at the gate–membrane/electrolyte interface. A second CDL eventually establishes at the electrolyte/
semiconductor interfaces that capacitively couples to the gate/
electrolyte one. The CDLs are built via transient ionic-currents
(non-faradaic) measured as an IG gate-leakage ionic-current
that extinguishes once the electrostatic equilibrium is reached.
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Relevantly, no electronic-faradaic current should flow either;
hence the operational gating potentials should span across ranges
where all the materials involved in the device (semiconductor,
electrodes, membrane biological recognition elements, etc.) are
redox inert. The charges accumulated in the semiconductor give
rise to the output ID current that flows from source to drain, under
a VD bias. At this stage when there is no IG current flow between
the gate and the source/drain electrodes, ID can be measured.
Under these conditions the zero-current (IG = 0) equilibrium
potential governing a Nernstian behaviour is satisfied. Indeed,
under the gradual channel approximation45 the electric field
along the channel, generated by VD, is much lower than that
perpendicular to the channel, generated by VG. Hence, ID is
perturbating the equilibrium, only negligibly. EGOFETs can hence
be considered to be potentiometric sensors, where the capacitivecoupling between the gate/membrane and the semiconductor
channel transduces the gate/membrane electrochemical potential
shift by modulating the ID current.
As in any FET, ID is measured by applying a VD bias at the
drain with respect to the grounded source and the analytical
expressions for a p-type EGOFET in the linear (Ilin
D ) and the
saturated (Isat
)
regions
of
the
output
characteristics
are:45
D
IDlin ¼

W
m CCDL ðVG  VT ÞVD
L FET

IDsat ¼

W
m CCDL ðVG  VT Þ2
2L FET

ðV G  V T  V D Þ

ðVG  VT o VD Þ

(3a)

(3b)

where W and L are the elicited FET channel width and length,
mFET is the semiconductor field-eﬀect mobility, CCDL is the
charge-double-layer capacitance per unit area and VT is the
FET threshold-voltage equal to the gate electrochemical
potential if a reference potential equal to zero is assumed.
Hence, if the gate/membrane electrochemical potential shifts
upon binding, VT shifts accordingly. Importantly, this parameter can be easily extracted by modelling the experimentally
measured curves.24 For the sake of clarity and without loss of
generality, from here on we assume that the source is biased at
VS = 0 V (ground). All the equations are valid for both n-type
(electron conduction) and p-type (hole-conduction) EGOFETs,
where in the case of p-type EGOFETs the applied voltages
are negative.
The EGOFET base-line is acquired by measuring the ID vs. VG
current at a fixed VD (transfer-characteristic curve) when the
pristine membrane covers the gate. The sensing that encompasses
three steps, is performed afterward. In step one the gate covered
with the selective membrane is allowed to interact with the
analyte A while immersed in a solution of concentration [A];
eventually the membrane retains a concentration [Ā] and its
electrochemical potential sets at FA. This is measured as a shift
of VT as compared to the value extracted from the base-line. In
step two a duplicate of the same gate/membrane electrode,
serving in a negative control experiment, is exposed to a solution
of B (reference species of known concentration not interacting
with the selective membrane) so that a fixed and negligible
% is retained and the potential stably sets at FB
concentration [B]

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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which enables the measurement of the ID base-line (I0). This sets
the level of the measured zero level with its associated error. As an
instance, if A is an antigen whose cognate antibody is embedded
in the membrane, B would be another protein acting as an
interferent that does not selectively interact with the embedded
antibody. Once the equilibrium in either the gates is reached, the
EGOFET transduction of DF starts. This is the third step accomplished with the two gates positioned, alternatively, on top of the
transistor channel as depicted in Fig. 2b. Upon application of the
VG bias the gates modulate, according to their FA or FB electrochemical potential, the ID current. When the EGOFET is operated
at fixed VD and VG the ID variation in the linear and saturation
region upon a DF shift of VT, are given by the following equations:
DIDlin ¼
DIDsat ¼

W
m CCDL VD DF ¼ bDF
L FET

ðVG  VT  VD Þ

(4a)

W
m CCDL ½VG  VT þ FDF ¼ b0 DF ðVG  VT o VD Þ
L FET
(4b)

where F is a function of FA set equal to F = (FA + FB)/2.
Eqn (4) shows that the change in the EGOFET output
current, DID, upon sensing is proportional to the DF output
of a homologous potentiometric electrochemical sensor
response (eqn (1)) through a coeﬃcient b or b 0 corresponding


DID
to the EGOFET transconductance
. Considering
DVG VD ¼const
an EGOFET with W/L = 102, CCDL = 1 mF cm2, mFET =
102 cm2 V1 s1, which is operated at VG = VD = 1 V, it results
that b 0 E b E 1 mS. Indeed, an FET works as a voltage amplifier
when its output current is converted into an output voltage by
means of a load resistance R. One of the simpler amplifying
circuits that can be devised to operate a p-type FET as a voltage
amplifier is shown in Fig. 2c. In this circuit configuration the
source is connected to ground, a suitable input voltage Vi is
applied to the gate and a resistor is connected between the
drain and the supply voltage VDD (VDD o 0 V). The output
voltage is taken at the drain electrode of the p-type FET. Upon
sensing, the circuit input bias shift is DVi = DF, which results in
a variation of the output voltage DVO = DIDR where DID is the
current variation upon sensing DF given by eqn (4). In order to
maximize the voltage amplification, the EGOFET is operated in
the saturation regime (eqn (4b) holds) and hence the variation
of the output voltage VO with respect to the input variation
kB T
DF ¼
ln½A þ K (eqn (1)) due to sensing results:
e
W
m CCDL R½Vi  VT þ FDF
L FET


kB T
ln½A þ K :
¼  b0 RDF ¼ a
e

DVO ¼ 

(5)

The amplification factor taken as the ratio between DVO and
DF, is a = b 0 R. Considering that EGOFETs operate at voltages
below 1 V, DF is typically of the order of a few millivolts and
results in a DID of the order of mA, and the maximum voltage
amplification can be as high as 102103 by choosing R in the

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

range 1–10 MO. Eventually, the analytical sensitivity for an
EGOFET operated in the saturation region becomes:
dDVO
kB T 1
¼a
:
d½A
e ½A

(6)

dDVO
dDF
¼a
and it
d½A
d½A
becomes apparent that the EGOFET sensitivity can be up to
a = 103 times larger than that of a homologous electrochemical
potentiometric sensor. Indeed, a steeper calibration curve
returns a larger response signal at a given analyte concentration
therefore, lower limits-of-detection (LODs)4,24 are to be expected
for EGOFET sensors compared to homologous potentiometric
electrochemical ones exhibiting the same signal-to-noise average
level and standard deviation.
It is indeed a fact that EGOFETs have been demonstrated to
be among the highest performing label-free biosensors. They
have been proven to reach LODs in the 1018 M (aM) range46–48
exhibiting also a logarithmic Nernstian dependence on the
analyte concentration. Moreover, very recently, the singlemolecule with a large transistor (SiMoT) technology, has been
proven capable of detecting biomolecules down to the physicallimit reaching LODs of 1021 M (zM).49–53 These ultimate
sensitivities have been explained by invoking two amplification
effects: a collective domino effect associated with a hydrogenbonding network and an optimized capacitive coupling4,51 Here
we will address only the latter. To this end, an example of
SiMoT potentiometric EGOFET output curves is given in
Fig. 2d; these are transfer-characteristics (ID or IG vs. VG at
VD = 0.4 V) for a p-type EGOFET integrating a membrane
comprising a self-assembled monolayer with trillions of antiImmunoglobulin M (anti-IgM) antibodies. It has been demonstrated by duly evaluating the LOD level, that such a device can
sense IgM (the analyte A) at 20 zM which corresponds to 1  1
molecules in the 100 ml assayed sample.4,51 Relevantly, Fig. 2d
shows a semi-logarithmic plot of both the source–drain, ID, and
the gate leakage, IG, currents that are measured at different
concentrations of A. The dashed curve is the base-line current
measured before the sensing. The comparison between the ID
and IG curves shows the typical features characterizing a
bioelectronic device operated as a potentiometric sensor by
means of a capacity-coupled detection. The first comment
concerns the amplitude of these currents: while ID is in
the mA range, IG is always in the low nA range at most, meaning
that the ID/IG ratio at VG = 0.5 V can be as high as 103. This
evidence shows that the EGOFET is operated with the IG zerocurrent potential condition which is a strict requirement for the
Nernst equation to be used for quantification purposes
in potentiometry. Fig. 2d shows also that the dependence of
ID vs. [A] is logarithmic.
The second peculiar aspect concerns the dependence of the
currents on the analyte concentration. This is better illustrated
in Fig. 2e where the same data of Fig. 2d are given as the relative
changes in ID and IG at each assayed concentration. Specifically,
in Fig. 2e the current measured at each concentration (I) is
subtracted of the base-line value (I0) and the absolute value of
By comparing eqn (6) and (2) it results that
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the diﬀerence is normalized for the base-line value. This is
the relative current change upon sensing addressed as DI/I0 =
(|I  I0|/I0). Such a parameter should be always considered
as a sensor response as it normalizes the device to device
diﬀerences as well as the diﬀerences in the geometrical
 
DI
can
factors.24 Indeed, a large fractional decrease of ID
I0 I D
be measured upon sensing that reaches more than 80%;
 
DI
are
conversely, very small fractional variations of IG
I0 I G
 
 
DI
DI
measured so that

; most relevantly no
I0 I D
I0 I G
 
DI
significant dependence of
over [A] is seen. This implies
I 0 IG
that the capacitive-coupling between the sensing membrane
and the resistor, demonstrated by eqn (5) to be amplified
compared to a homologous electrochemical sensor, is the only
sensing mechanism. Both evidences also imply that no significant electrochemical reaction is indeed involved at any stage as
IG is always negligible.
Sensors involving metal-oxide-semiconductor field-eﬀect
transistor (MOSFET) transducing technology belong also to
the class of potentiometric biosensors.54–56 MOSFET biosensors
originate from the ion-sensitive-FETs (ISFETs) introduced in the
early 1970s.57 The most successful application of ISFETs is still
as pH sensors but they can also be used to indirectly detect
biochemical reactions that induce a local pH change. ISFETs
offer the advantage of being fully compatible with standard
complementary-MOS (CMOS) platforms allowing scalability
and low-power operation as they are biased with a few volts
(5 V usually). All together these features make them suitable for
handheld sensing devices and lately also for single molecule
array detections of genetic biomarkers.58 Relevant here is to
explain what are the main differences between an MOSFET/
ISFET and an EGOFET. In its simplest form a MOSFET-based
biosensor comprises a dielectric layer that has been deprived of
the top gate electrode. The surface of the gate dielectric covered
with an ion-selective membrane or with a layer of biological
recognition elements needed to selectively bind the analyte.
The signal measured is the current flowing in the transistor
channel that is controlled by the binding occurring at the
membrane on the gate dielectric. There are two primary differences
between the EGOFET and an MOSFET. The MOSFET dielectric is
an inorganic layer, mostly an oxide that is both electronic and ionic
insulating. The semiconductor serving as a channel material is also
inorganic in nature. In contrast, an EGOFET organic bioelectronic
transistor utilizes a liquid or gel electrolyte as a dielectric, which is
an ionic conductor and an electronic insulator. Here the semiconducting layer is an organic material or more generally, a large-area
and solution processable layer, that can be either ion-permeable or
ion-impermeable.4,14 The advantage of an organic bioelectronic
sensor compared to an ISFET resides in the biocompatibility
and low-cost processing of the materials involved, and their
flexibility and conformability that make the devices also
amenable to direct interfacing with organs such as the brain
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for neuromorphic applications.59 However the most relevant
advantage of organic bioelectronics over MOSFET sensing
technology relies on the different capacitances engaged.
Indeed, the capacitance of the electrolyte gating medium used
in an EGOFET is in the mF cm2 range, while that of an
MOSFET inorganic dielectric is typically of the order of nF
cm2. This enables a bioelectronic transistor to be operated in
the sub-volt regime14 hence they are less-power consuming
than an MOSFET sensor. More importantly, as it has been
addressed in previous publications,4,5,15 it makes it possible to
establish in organic bioelectronic sensors an optimal capacity
coupling between the high capacitance associated with the ion/
water-permeable membrane of biological recognition elements
and the transducing electronic channel. In fact, the capacitance
of the membrane and that of the channel material are in series
and therefore the smaller one dominates. When the low
capacitance of the dielectric in an MOSFET is in series with
the high capacitance of the membrane attached to it, the
former will dominate. This means that the effect of the changes
occurring in the membrane upon sensing can be shadowed by
the low capacitance of the dielectric which does not change
upon sensing. This holds particularly true if weak charge/dipole
rearrangements are associated with the binding process.
Conversely in an EGOFET the two capacitances are comparable
and hence a good coupling can be established between the
membrane and the channel and the binding of the analyte to
the membrane can be very sensitively detected. Indeed, small
dielectric changes can be tackled with an EGOFET that is
capacity modulated.15

Electrochemical amperometric sensors
The other main class of electrochemical biosensors are the amperometric ones,30,60 that have been also proven capable of single
enzyme detection.61 The essential conceptual structure comprises
two electrodes (working and reference) immersed in an electrolyte
encompassing an analyte A which is electroactive or redox in this
case. This means that A can undergo an oxidation (give away an
electron to the electrode) or a reduction (accept an electron from
the electrode), the electrolysis reactions being: Ared–e - Aox and
Aox + e - Ared. Amperometric and voltammetric techniques
involve the application of a potential between the working and
the reference electrodes while the current resulting from the
electrolysis of the analyte is measured. This current is faradaic, IF,
as it serves to establish the equilibrium at the electrode/electrolyte
interface via the transfer of electrons. While potentiometric measurements are carried out at the equilibrium as no current flows,
amperometric measurements are carried out in a system that is, by
definition, out of equilibrium. To make sure that the amperometric
measurement is carried out under reproducible conditions, it is
necessary to have full control on the applied potential. In a
voltammetry the external potential is scanned over a given potential
range while in amperometry the external potential is fixed. In both
cases the control over the external potential applied is achieved by
the use of a reference electrode such as the Ag/AgCl one.
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In the presence of the redox species A, the working electrode
electrochemical potential is given by the following Nernstian

kB T
½Ared 
like equation: FA ¼ F0A þ
with [Ared] and [Aox]
ln
½Aox 
e
being the concentrations of A in its reduced and oxidised
forms, respectively. F0A is the standard electrochemical
potential of A, namely the potential measured under standard
conditions and at the equilibrium when [Ared] = [Aox] and hence
no faradaic current flows.26 The Faradaic current IF that flows
to bring the system to equilibrium and the relevant potential shift
DF = FA  F0A can be both measured, in amperometric or
potentiometric configurations respectively, as they are both stoichiometrically connected with the concentration of the species to be
detected that is either in its reduced or oxidized form.
The analytical expression of the faradaic current IF is related
to the rate of the oxidation and reduction reactions and,
assuming an exponential dependency of the rate constants on
the electrode potential V, the faradaic current is analytically
reproduced by the Butler–Volmer equation:26
(

 S  jF ðFA F0 Þ )
0
A
ASred ð1jÞFkðFTA FA Þ
A

kB T
B
(7)
e
IF ¼ SIF0
 ox e
½Ared 
½Aox 
where S is the electrode active surface, I0F is the faradaic current
under standard conditions, [ASred], [Ared], [ASox] and [Aox] are the
concentration of Ared and Aox at the surface of the electrode and
in the bulk of the electrolyte, j is the transfer coefficient that
accounts for the symmetry of the energy barriers at the interface and F is the Faraday constant. When a fixed potential is
applied, that is FA r F0A for a Ared–e - Aox oxidation reaction,
and under the assumption that the solution is not stirred (no
convection) and that the electrolyte is equipotential in the
bulk (no migration) a diffusion limited electrode reaction
governed by Fick’s first Law, takes place. Hence, for the
oxidation reaction Ared–e - Aox the output signal is the diffusion
limiting current, proportional to the bulk concentration of the
analyte [Ared] that, as per the Cottrell equation, is:26
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nFS ½Ared  Dred
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
IF ¼
;
(8)
pt
where t is the time, S is the electrode area, n are the moles
of exchanged electrodes, and Dred is the diffusion constant
of the reacting species. Since the diffusion limiting current is
proportional to [Ared], the total charge (integral of IF) is stoichiometrically related to the electrons exchanged in the redox
processes. For the transient current to be quantitative, according
to the Cottrell equation, the potential at the working electrode is set
fixed at V + FR = FA r F0A, with FR being the potential of
the reference electrode. This is the condition that calls for the
necessary use of a reference electrode, that is particularly critical
here as the reference potential has to be stable no matter what the IF
current flowing through it is. The analytical sensitivity in this case is:
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
dIF
nFS Dred
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
¼
(9)
d½Ared 
pt
which is constant with [Ared].
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As anticipated, a redox species can be quantitatively detected
also via potentiometry by measuring the shift of the working
electrode electrochemical potential DF = FA  F0A ruled the


kB T
½Ared 
ln
Nernstian equation: FA ¼ F0A þ
. Indeed, in this
e
Aox
case the rule of the ‘‘zero-current’’ flowing during the potentiometric measurement (IF = 0) is to be complied with.
A schematic for the amperometric electrochemical sensor
featured for this review is given in Fig. 3a. Here the working
electrode comprises a gold lamina covered by a poly(3,4ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS)
film. This configuration has been chosen to enable a fearer
comparison between the amperometric sensor and the OECT
(see next section) sensor discussed in this review. Since the
electrochemical potential (Fermi level) of the gold and the
pristine p-doped PEDOT:PSS are almost resonant and the latter
is also highly conductive, no additional potential drop is
associated with the PEDOT:PSS layer as compared to a sole gold
electrode.4 This is proven by the cyclic voltammetry of the
ferrocyanide redox couple oxidation and subsequent reduction
given in Fig. 3b as a red solid-line that is compared to the
voltammetric trace of the PEDOT:PSS film in the bare electrolyte (baseline, dashed black-line). This experiment shows that
the p-type doped pristine PEDOT:PSS is highly conductive and
has the same electrochemical potential of Au as the ferrocyanide electrochemical potential (not shown), taken as the
half-sum of the oxidation and reduction peaks, which does not
significantly shift when measured on bare gold and on Au/
PEDOT:PSS.4
The A redox species to be detected is here assumed to be in
its reduced form (Ared). When V is switched on, the electrochemical potential of the working electrode FA can be set
resonant or lower than the standard potential of A species, F0A.
An electron can hence be transferred from Ared to the working
electrode, with Ared turning into its oxidized form Aox. In this
electron-transfer process, the PEDOT:PSS layer, acting as
mediator, shuttles the electrons from the solution to the Au
electrode. The reaction can continue also if FA r F0A but it slows
down until it stops when FA 4 F0A. Indeed, when FA 4 F0A a
potential barrier at the interface blocks the electron flux from A in
solution to the electrode. Conversely, at FA = F0A the electrons can
move back and forth from the electrode to the solution and a zeronet-current flows (IF = 0) as the reaction reaches the equilibrium.
If FA o F0A the oxidation process can continue until all the analyte
molecules have undergone a redox conversion into their oxidation
form. The faradaic current measured in this condition (in fact the
diﬀusion limited one) is quantitatively correlated with the analyte
concentration according to the Cottrell eqn (8). The electronic
faradaic current flow starts when FA r F0A and it would be
transient if not sustained by an opposite redox reaction that takes
place at the other electrode. Here a species R takes the electron
released by A, turning from its oxidized (Rox) to its reduced (Rred)
state. However, such a setting would not suﬃce to assure the
potential in the electrolyte to stay fixed at FA r F0A which is
essential to enable the complete (quantitative) oxidation of Ared.
Indeed, due to the resistances in the solution and in the
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Fig. 3 (a) Simplified electrochemical amperometric two-electrode cell for the detection of the redox species Ared undergoing an oxidation process. In
the featured case, the working electrode is a gold layer covered by a PEDOT:PSS film while the other is the reference electrode. (b) A cyclic voltammetry
experiment is shown that is measured in a standard three-electrode cell comprising an Au/PEDOT:PSS working electrode, an Au counter electrode as
well as an Ag/AgCl (KCl sat.) reference electrode. The PEDOT:PSS is spin coated from a solution comprising an aqueous dispersion of PEDOT:PSS added
with dimethyl sulfoxide and annealed afterwards. The cyclic voltammetry was carried out in a potassium chloride electrolyte and in the presence of 1 mM
potassium ferrocyanide K4[Fe(CN)6] at a scan rate of 0.1 V s1. The anodic current was set positive. All the experimental details can be found in ref. 4. (c)
An organic electrochemical transistor comprising a reference electrode as a gate and PEDOT:PSS as a semiconducting film is used to detect the A
electroactive species undergoing the same oxidation process as in Fig. 3a. (d) The absolute values of the ID and IG currents of an OECT, measured in the
bare electrolyte which is in 0.1 M KCl (dotted black-curve) and in the presence also of 1 mM (solid blue-curve), 10 mM (solid red-curve) and 100 mM
(solid back-curve) potassium ferrocyanide K4[Fe(CN)6], are shown as measured at VD = 0.4 V. The experimental details, that can be found in ref. 4, are
here briefly recalled. The OECT is composed of gold source/drain parallel contacts defined on a glass substrate and the PEDOT:PSS film is deposited
as in the electrochemical amperometric working electrode. The device parameters are the following: channel length L = 10 mm or 20 mm, channel width
W = 100 mm, capacity per unit area CCDL = 4  103 mF cm2. A cell was glued around the channel area and was filled with the electrolyte alone or added
with the K4[Fe(CN)6]. An Ag/AgCl (KCl sat.) served as a gate electrode. A maximum transconductance of 1.5 mS V1 is estimated from the transfer
characteristics curve in the electrolyte. (e) The same data of panel (d) are plotted as the relative change of the ID and IG currents measured in the presence of
the analyte (I) with respect to the baseline (I0). The response is plotted as DI/I0 = (|I  I0|/I0).

electrodes, the actual potential in the electrolyte would be dependent on the magnitude of the faradaic current that is flowing. To
overcome this issue, a reference electrode (such as an Ag/AgCl
one) with its potential fixed at FR is used. In contrast, since in an
electrochemical potentiometric measurement no current flows,
the need for an ideally non-polarizable reference electrode is less
stringent.
When a fixed potential V + FR = FA r F0A is applied,
according to the Butler Volmer eqn (7), the current has a peak
when the voltage is applied and then decreases indirectly
proportional to the square root of the time, as predicted by
the Cottrell eqn (8). The reason for this behaviour is that the
initial electrode reaction, Ared–e - Aox creates a concentration
gradient, which in turn creates a continuing flux of the reductant
(Ared) to the electrode. Such a flux causes a depletion zone of the
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reductant, where thickness increases with time. The thickness of
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
the depletion layer l can be estimated by the relation l ¼ ptDred .

The organic electrochemical
transistors
The other organic bioelectronic sensors discussed here are the
OECTs. Notably, they have been largely the preferred structure
for organic bioelectronic sensing.62–66 A Web-of-Science search
returns in fact at least twice as many papers published on
electrochemical transistor sensors as for electrolyte-gated sensors.
An OECT is structurally like an EGOFET as it comprises a
channel, with its semiconducting layer across the source and
drain contacts as well as a gate, all immersed in an electrolyte
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(Fig. 3c). The diﬀerence between the two structures is in the
nature of the CDLs that are formed. EGOFETs engaging ionimpermeable channel materials such as graphene or poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl), P3HT films that are both hydrophobic, form in an aqueous electrolyte, two-dimensional CDLs.
Conversely, OECTs encompass ion-permeable organic materials
known as mixed ionic/electronic conductors.67 The prototypical
example is a PEDOT:PSS film, which is porous and hydrophilic
enabling ions in aqueous solutions to enter into the bulk forming
a very large three-dimensional capacitance.68,69 Relevantly, a given
organic material can serve both as a semiconducting channel for
an OECT and an EGOFET depending on the ions chosen for the
electrolyte solution. As an example, poly[2,5-bis(3-tetradecylthiophen-2-yl)thieno[3,2-b]thiophene] – PBTTT is impermeable
to hydroxides but is permeable to picric acid. Hence a 2D or a
3D capacitance can be imparted on the same device by just
changing the ions of the electrolyte.70
OECTs like EGOFETs can be operated as potentiometric
capacitive-coupled FET-devices exhibiting extremely high
figures-of-merit. For instance, the study of ionic-electronic
volumetric interactions leads to the design and realization of
unipolar inverters with unprecedently high gain,71 while the
sensing involving immunometric interactions returns LODs in
the aM range.47 In this setting no conceptual diﬀerence
exists between an EGOFET and an OECT, as the electrolyte is
invariably an ionic-conducting and electronic-insulating
medium because no electroactive species is involved. These
are however exceptions as in the so far published studies,
OECTs have been largely engaged for the detection of electroactive species such as metabolites. In this setting the electrolyte
is indeed both ionically and electronically conductive and the
OECTs have been suggested to operate either as potentiometric
or amperometric sensors. Either choice is correct as long as the
operational conditions are set accordingly to comply with the
right constrains. Namely, in an amperometric measurement
the imposed potential needs to be fixed and controlled via a
reference electrode while in a potentiometric one, the zerocurrent equilibrium condition is to be complied with. Failing to
do so, impairs the choice of the right functional dependence,
Nernstian or Cottrellian, to be used and hence the quantification of the analyte can be incorrectly performed. Moreover, the
rationale of the sensing mechanisms can be imprecisely
defined along with the advantage of using a three-terminal
electronic device over a homologous electrochemical one. This
is of relevance also considering that OECTs have been shown to
reach detection limits in the nM range at most which are also in
the reach of redox electrochemical sensors.4
To contribute to shedding some light on these issues, the
OECT operational regimes to detect the faradaic current IF
generated by the same redox species A measured in the experiment of Fig. 3a, are discussed. Before presenting the experimental data gathered, an OECT amperometric detection of A is
schematically shown in Fig. 3c. For the sake of comparison with
the amperometric electrochemical sensor given in Fig. 3a, the
OECT is designed with the reference electrode serving as the
gate while the PEDOT:PSS channel acts as an homolog of the
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working electrode of Fig. 3a; also in the case of the OECT,
the oxidation of Ared occurs at the PEDOT:PSS interface. In
contrast, according to several published papers, the A electrochemical reaction could take place at the gate, but in this case,
it is not clear where the necessary reference electrode should be
placed.
When an appropriate negative VG bias is applied, the R
species reduces, a faradaic current IF flows out of the gate and it
is measured as the gate leakage current IG. This generates a potential
FA + FS = VG + FR r F0A at the PEDOT:PSS/electrolyte interface that,
as the source is grounded becomes FA = VG + FR r F0A. In a similar
manner, for the drain electrode, the potential at the PEDOT:PSS
interface is: FA + VD = VG + FR r F0A. Part of the oxidation faradaic
current should hence flow also from this electrode as VD is negative
and the condition FA r F0A holds here as well. Also in the OECT the
electrochemical potential of the pristine p-doped PEDOT:PSS is
resonant with FA r F0A. Hence, this layer enables the IF = IG current
to flow into the source and drain electrodes.72 The ID current
intensity depends on the PEDOT:PSS conducting state which is
aﬀected by the IG flow. The analytical mathematical functional
dependence of ID on IG, ID = f(IG), is however still missing which
does not enable a rigorous quantification of the analyte. Under these
conditions it is not well-defined whether an amplification factor is
introduced by an OECT as compared to the amperometric electrochemical sensor and what is the phenomenon supporting it. To this
end, the transport in PEDOT-PSS can be described as the result of
the interplay between two electrochemical potentials: the electronic,
Fe, associated with the amorphous blend of the conjugated polymer
(PEDOT) and the ionic, Fi, describing the ensemble of the negative
and fixed charges of the polyelectrolyte (PSS). In fact, while no charge
transfer between the two systems can occur, the driving towards the
electrostatic equilibrium where Fe = Fi, brings the PEDOT in its
p-doped state. An electron or an ion injection can lead also, via
capacitive coupling, to a shift of the two electrochemical levels. This
is the rationale according to which ID should be a function, yet to be
derived, of IG and eventually of the concentration of the redox
species to be detected via eqn (8).
To experimentally measure if an amplification is in place the
experiment shown in Fig. 3d is proposed. Here an OECT
homolog of the electrochemical cell used for the experiment
in Fig. 3a, is used to measure both the ID and the IG = IF currents
vs. VG at VD = 0.4 V flowing in the device in the bare electrolyte
(dashed black-line) and when the ferrocyanide redox couple is
added at a concentration of 1 mM (solid blue-line), 10 mM
(solid red-line) and 100 mM (solid black-line). Relevantly, the
maximum transconductance measured for the PEDOT:PSS
OECT in the bare electrolyte (KCl only) is equal to 1.5 mS V1,
which is in agreement with state-of-the-art.71 The data shown in
Fig. 3d illustrates two main features: the ID curves are larger
than the IG ones and, while only barely visible in logarithmic
scale, DID 4 DIG. However, while they both scales with the
analyte concentration, the IG curves show a much more
pronounced dependence. To better highlight this latter feature,
in Fig. 3e the relative changes of these currents are plotted.
Also, in this case, the current measured at each concentration
(I) is subtracted of the base-line value (I0) and the absolute value
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of the diﬀerence is normalized for the base-line value. This is
the current relative change upon sensing addressed as DI/I0 =
(|I  I0|/I0). The fractional change of a sensor output in this case
oﬀsets the geometrical diﬀerences aﬀecting the current flowing
between source and drain (ID) and that flowing between the
gate and the other two electrodes (IG = IF). The solid curves
 
DI
stand for the
diﬀerential currents while the dashed are
I0 ID
 
DI
relevant to the
. As it is apparent, both the ID and IG
I0 I G
fractional changes show a dependence from the analyte
concentration but the OECT amperometric response to ferrocyanide measured with the IG = IF current is much larger than
 
 
DI
DI
that measured with ID so that
in the case of
I0 ID
I0 I G
an OECT detecting a faradaic current. Hence, at least in this
setting, considering that IG is the current measured in an
amperometric electrochemical homologous sensor, the occurrence
of an improvement of the sensor response fractional change with
an OECT, seems not to be in place.
In an amperometric electrochemical detection the signal to
be amplified is the faradaic current IF, hence, the transistor
structure to be designed should be that of a current-amplifier
rather than a capacitive coupled voltage-amplifier. To this end,
the conceptual structure depicted in Fig. 4 is suggested. This is
a bipolar-junction-transistor characterized by three regions,
known as emitter, base, and collector, alternatively p- or
n-doped. A p-doping endows a semiconductor with a number
of positive-charge carriers that is larger than the negativecharge ones. The positive-charge carriers are hence addressed
as majoritarian, while the latter are minoritarian carriers. The
opposite holds for an n-type doped material. In the featured
case, two p–n and n–p junctions are considered. The p–n

Fig. 4 Conceptual structure of a bipolar-junction-transistor based on a
PEDOT:PSS OECT serving as an amperometric sensor to detect and
amplify the faradaic current generated by the species A undergoing an
oxidation process in the base region.
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junction (emitter-base) is directly-polarized as the p-type end
is connected with the positive pole of a voltage supply VEE. The
n–p junction (base-collector) is inversely-polarized by a voltage
supply VCC. When a p–n junction is directly polarized the
majority carriers flow through; when it is inversely polarized
the minority ones flow. This is the rationale for a diode to act as
a current rectifier. In a bipolar-junction-transistor featured in
Fig. 4 the emitter is heavily p-doped while the base is lightly
n-doped. When the hole majority carriers enter the base from the
emitter (forward biased junction), they sink the few majoritarian
electrons present in the base. Since the base is a very thin layer,
most of the holes are found at the base-collector junction which is
reverse biased so that they reach the collector rather than moving
towards the base terminal. Under these conditions it can be
demonstrated that the collector current IC (equivalent of ID) can
be up to g = 102 larger than the base one IB (equivalent of IG).
Interestingly, a PEDOT:PSS based current-amplifying device
has been proposed73 and, like many other conducting polymers, can be both p-type or n-type doped. At the same time
there is a very lively activity on ionotronic devices based on
conducting polymers and mixed ionic/electronic conductors.74,75
It is hence conceivable to design a PEDOT:PSS based currentamplifying OECT for the amplification of the faradaic current
generated by the redox reaction of A. In Fig. 4 a conceptual
structure for such a device is proposed that could integrate or
interface the A redox species to the base of the bipolar-junctionOECT. IF will hence be produced or injected in the base serving
as the current IB and, under properly set conditions that are
under study, the output current IC would be equal to gIB. If the
Cottrellian conditions are satisfied IC would become:
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nFS ½Ared  Dred
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
(10)
¼ gIF
IC ¼ g
pt
with g r 102 being the amplification factor gained when a
current-amplifying OECT is engaged instead of an amperometric
electrochemical sensor. Similar to the case of the EGOFET
capacity-coupled voltage-amplified transduction, the analytical
dIC
dIF
¼g
sensitivity for a current-amplifying OECT
d½Ared 
d½Ared 
becomes g-times larger than that of eqn (9) holding for a homologous electrochemical amperometric sensor.
Last but not least, as anticipated a FET-potentiometric
detection of a redox reaction can be considered. The way to
proceed, could be as follows: the redox reaction is allowed to
take place at the gate of the transistor while it operates as the
working electrode in the cell of Fig. 3a, under the Cottrellian
constraints, namely with a fixed external potential that it is
V + FR = FA r F0A. This generates a shift in the gate electrochemical potential that, at the equilibrium, can be detected via
a capacitive-coupling expecting an amplified Nernstian output
as per eqn (5). For the sake of completeness, it should be added
that an extremely sensitive electrochemical potentiometric
detection of a redox species has been recently published. Here
an open circuit potential detection of single metal nanoparticle
collisions was achieved, demonstrating how sensitive even
electrochemical potentiometric detections can be.76,77
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Concluding remarks
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transistor structures that can outperform a homologous amperometric electrochemical sensor, are proposed. One involves a
conceptually conceived current-amplifying OECT that should
exhibit a Cottrellian dependence of the transistor current output
with the analyte concentration, the other involves a correctly
devised potentiometric detection of a redox reaction exhibiting a
Nernstian dependence of the output with the concentration.
This paper provides hence a unified rational description
of a transistor amplified detection for diﬀerent biochemical
reactions that should guide the community in the design of
organic bioelectronic structures that are truly capable of outperforming the state-of-the-art of biosensing still dominated by
the highly performing electrochemical homologs.
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